The month of June

Answer the questions about June in your work book. You can use the calendar to help you.

1. Father’s Day is traditionally celebrated on the third Sunday in June. What date will it fall on this year?
2. What day of the week does 1st June fall on?
3. How many days are there in June? What other month shares the same amount of days as June?
4. How many days in June begin with the letter ‘S’?
5. Which season is June in?
6. Which other months start with the letter ‘J’?
7. How many months is it until Christmas?
8. If March is the third month of the year, what month is June?
9. How many months are there altogether in a year?
10. Mark on the calendar in blue any dates containing the number 4.

Find out if any famous people have a birthday in June. Make a list of them in your book.

Use a calculator to add up all the numbers on the calendar. What is the total?
Fathers, just like _____________, have an important role to play in bringing up their children. Hence the celebration of Father’s Day in ______________ each year. If there is no father around, then other father-figures such as uncles, grandfathers and step-fathers may also be honoured.

Fathers can look forward to receiving _______________ on Father’s Day to thank them for all they do. These may include cuff-_______________, socks, ________________-ties and toiletries. Nowadays, however, almost any thoughtful gift is appreciated.

Dads may be treated to ________________ in bed, a fishing trip, a football match, or even a ________________ wash! Flowers do not seem an obvious gift for some men, but traditionally red ________________ are thought to symbolise love for a father. For a father who has died, white roses are seen as more fitting to ________________ him.
In the shapes, write all the words that could be associated with June. Add new shapes if you need them.
Read the list of possible presents for dad, then draw a picture of each present using the description given.

1. A green tie with red stripes.
2. A furry steering wheel cover for his car.
3. A pair of new sports socks.
4. A bar of Toblerone.
5. A pair of blue slippers (size 11).
6. A new fishing rod and a box of maggots.
7. Breakfast in bed.
8. A dozen red roses.
9. Two tickets to watch Manchester United play Chelsea at Old Trafford.
10. A car wash.